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“I am seeking to rescue the poor 
stockinger, the Luddite cropper, the 
"obsolete" hand-loom weaver, the 
"utopian" artisan, and even the deluded 
follower of Joanna Southcott, from 
the enormous condescension of 
posterity” 

     -- E.P. Thompson



Social Innovation

“new ideas... 

that work in meeting social goals” Geoff Mulgan

“new concepts, strategies, initiatives, 
products, processes, or organizations  

meet pressing social needs

profoundly change the basic routines, resource and authority 
flows, or beliefs” Biggs, Westley, and Carpenter



South-west Rajasthan
i. semi-arid; hilly terrain, forests; shared rangelands; 
concentrated groundwater reserves;

ii. deforestation, encroachment, depleting/degraded water

iii. responses:
• village collectives; subsidized pumps; cleaning degraded water

iv. Co-management
• NGOs such as Seva Mandir work with village groups



West Yunnan, Gaoligong Shan
i. semi-humid; mountainous; 
thickly forested; high biodiversity
ii. deforestation, encroachment
iii. responses: 
      Community monitoring; 
      alternate income sources
iv. Co-management by

   government ministries, villages, Dutch funding



pump sharing groups



beehives, stoves...



working groups monitor shared water sources



community forest 
wardens

forest-use councils



Social Innovations

can contribute to ecosystem resilience
long-term learning and adaptation

rely on co-management
networks of NGOs, work with state governments, mobilize local 
people

require state actors willing to commit

demonstrate associational diversity

a variety of groups mobilize ecological response



they also generate politics



Origins:social innovation

existed for over a century

originates in fears of socialism

Guizot: tous les partis politiques, tous les novateurs sociaux, 
toutes les passions, toutes les idées, tous les rêves 
révolutionnaires, apparurent dans cette anarchie 

shifts in meaning

from socialism to social reform

Social adjustments to technological growth

to just ‘something new’

initially anti capitalist, to be abjured

but now it stands for efforts supportive of capitalism



so there are multiple stories:
on innovation

on how to respond to the 
current ecological crises



“I will part with the water 
only at the point of a gun”

“If you cannot give 
us more funds then 

we prefer to 
receive none, it is 

causing 
disharmony:



Such stories point to a 
particular politics

Contestation

what is deemed to be in common? 

what can we agree upon because we share a common space? 

how do we deal with the inherent antagonisms that emerge 
from such sharing?

contradictions

moments of “dramatic rupture”

that signify the possibilities available in the prevailing 
market friendly setting


